VOLUNTEER FORM
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM BELOW AND EMAIL TO dchs.pa@gmail.com

NAME: _____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO REACH YOU?

PHONE ___________________ CELL PHONE _______________________

E-MAIL ________________________________

VOLUNTEER CHOICES FOR DCHS: PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY, WE TRY TO ROTATE OUR
VOLUNTEERS IF THEY HAVE MULTIPLE AREAS OF INTEREST.

LIBRARY/MUSEUM __
        COLLECTIONS __
        RESEARCH __
        FILING __
        EXHIBITS __

PASSPORT TO HISTORY® EDUCATION PROGRAMS __
        PROGRAM ASSISTANT __
        GRANT AND FUNDING RESEARCH __

TECHNOLOGY __
        WEB SITE __
        SOCIAL MEDIA __
        DIGITIZING COLLECTIONS __

FUNDRAISING __
        GRANTS __
        EVENTS __

MEMBERSHIP __

OTHER __
        PLEASE SPECIFY ________________________________________________

AVAILABILITY_____________________________________

__________________________________________